Week 1
Orientation: EN112 Course
Diagnostic Testing: Essay

Week 2
Diagnostic Testing: Grammar Objective
The Word and The Sentence: Building Blocks
Writing Skills: Parts of Speech/Sentence Structures/Sentence Types
Orientation: The Writing Center

Week 3
The Paragraph: Foundation/Structure
Review: Discuss Diagnostic Essay and Grammar Scores
Writing Skills: Subject/Verb Agreement/Common Errors in Verbs
WRITING ASSIGNMENT #1 DUE (Revise/Rewrite Diagnostic Essay)

Week 4
The Essay: Introduction/Body/Conclusion
Writing Skills: Fragments/Run-On Sentences/Comma Splices
Reading selection used for proofreading practice

Week 5
The Mechanics: Fine Tuning
Writing Skills: Pronoun Case-Agreement/Phrases/Word Choice
WRITING ASSIGNMENT #2 DUE

Week 6
Writing Skills: Dangling Modifiers/Parallel Structure Sentence/Mechanics
Reading selection used for paraphrasing practice
Discuss: Writing Assignment #2

Week 7
MIDTERM REVIEW
MIDTERM EXAM
WRITING ASSIGNMENT #3 (IN CLASS)

Week 8
Review Writing Skills
Review/Discuss: Writing Assignment #3
WRITING ASSIGNMENT #4 DUE

Week 9
SPRING BREAK

Week 10
Reading selection used for process/analysis practice
WRITING ASSIGNMENT #5 DUE (IN CLASS)

Week 11
Review: Writing Skills
Review: Writing Process (Sentence to Essay)
Reading selection used for classification practice

Week 12
Library: MLA Electronic Research Workshop/Bibliographic Instruction Exercise
WRITING ASSIGNMENT #6 DUE

Week 13
Review: Writing Skills
Review: Writing Process (Sentence to Essay)

Week 14
Review: Writing Skills
Review: Writing Process (Sentence to Essay)

Week 15
Final Review
ESSAY EXIT EXAMS (IN CLASS)

Week 16
GRAMMAR EXIT EXAMS (LOCATION: TBA)